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Emerald Dinner 2014 - a wonderful event
Guests attending the 2014 Emerald Dinner enjoyed a wonderful evening of
entertainment. Don McIntyre ranged over his numerous maritime adventures
in rapid-fire fashion. His descriptions were graphic and accompanied by a
great sense of humour.
We were also delighted to have a recital by Australian tenor, Andrew
Goodwin with Evgeny Ukhanov accompanying him. Andrew
studied at the Saint Petersburg Conservatory and still sings regularly
with the Bolshoi Theatre in Russia. Andrew then surprised the
audience by inviting his wife Maria, to join him for a beautiful duet.
We are most grateful to Sergeants Mess for once again hosting this
event. We also thank our MC, Tracey Holmes, Robyn Williams who
presented the Emerald Awards and Glen Wirth, our auctioneer. All told,
a great night that raised substantial funds to support research at SIMS.

The image above shows the fun that Don introduced into his talk but there were not
many guests in the room who were prepared to volunteer for his scary adventures.

Robyn Williams presented Emerald Awards to Don McIntyre and
Frank Talbot. Frank’s award was kept as a surprise for him on the
night but all at SIMS agree there is no-one more deserving.

Andrew and Maria Goodwin in full voice and quite superb!

The World Harbour Project!!
The World Harbour Project is a unique collaborative research program that
is designed to establish SIMS on a global scale. The aim of this Project is
to facilitate and link programs of research and management across major
urban harbours of the world, in order to help build resilience globally for
these iconic urban waterways and the cities that surround them. SIMS and
its Sydney Harbour Research Program will lead the World Harbour Project.
The red dots indicate the
global spread of our initial
group of partner cities.
See page 2 for more
details of this exciting
project.

Email: foundation@sims.org.au

Best wishes for the Festive
Season to all of our supporters
and friends from everyone at
SIMS.
2015 will be another exciting
year of progress at SIMS. We
shall keep you up to date via
our newsletters and web site.
We hope you can join us for
one or more of the science
talks during the year.
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The World Harbour Project
WHY DO WE NEED SUCH A PROJECT ?
The world is becoming increasingly urbanized and many of the
world’s major cities are located on estuaries and coasts.
Managing the marine environment is critical for managing our
use and interaction with oceans and estuaries. This is a significant
challenge, because most environmental and management issues
increase in line with increased human density and activity. Around
the world, waterways are faced with a wide range of “stressors”,
including organic and inorganic pollution, eutrophication,
fishing, development, habitat degradation, invasive species, loss of
biodiversity, and others, all of which threaten the resilience of these
systems and the use and enjoyment of these waterways.
The challenges faced by cities across the world in managing the
interaction with their harbours and associated waterways are similar
enough to provide a broad basis for developing common initiatives.
The ultimate goal of the World Harbour Project is to develop a
global model for “future proofing” urban waterways.

The NSW Minister for the Environment, The Hon. Rob Stokes, launched
the World Harbour Project in the Oceans Pavilion at the World Parks
Congress. SIMS CEO, Professor Peter Steinberg described the aims
of the Project to a large audience. International Partners, Dr. Ricardo
Coutinho (Rio de Janiero) and Professor Qing He (Shanghai) conveyed
the critical importance of this global research project.

WHO IS INVOLVED?
Our initial group of partner cities includes Abu Dhabi,
Auckland, Chesapeake Bay, Crete, Grenada, Hong Kong,
Jakarta, Ravenna (Italy), Qingdao, Rio de Janeiro, New
York, San Francisco, Shanghai, Singapore, Sydney and Vigo
in Spain (world’s largest fishing port). We anticipate that
more cities, including other Australian cities, will join as the
Project becomes established.
The photo below shows partner representatives who took
part in a three day workshop prior to the official launch.

HOW WILL THIS BENEFIT SIMS?
SIMS is already recognised as one of the leading
marine research institutes in Australia. The World
Harbour Project will establish SIMS on a global scale.
Collaborations with marine research organisations
around the world will create an unusually rich
intellectual and research environment for SIMS’
scientists. We shall be able to benchmark our
own marine science, policy making and science
communication against world’s best practice and
ensure that we are doing the best possible job in
looking after our marine estate.
With this exciting global reach of science within
SIMS, we shall be able to attract and retain world
class scientists. We shall also be able to approach
global funding institutions for initiatives of this World
Harbour Project.
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Microplastics - research making a difference
Microplastics are an emerging contaminent and scientists from SIMS have
been studying them in Sydney Harbour. This was brought to the attention
of the NSW Minister for the Environment, The Hon. Rob Stokes recently
when he launched SIMS’ publication, “Sydney Harbour - A Systematice Review
of the Science 2014”. The following quote is from the Minister when he was
introducing the Marine Estate Management Bill into the NSW Parliament.
“The importance of research cannot be overstated. We support organisations such as
the Sydney Institute of Marine Science [SIMS] to ensure that science informs how
we protect the coast and to ensure that it is a coast that is resilient to future events.
For an example of the benefit that can be delivered from quality science we look
no further than the microplastics in Sydney Harbour. When clear, scientifically
credible evidence on this issue came to light we were able to act quickly. Within
weeks of SIMS’ research being completed the Government made a decision, on the
science, to work towards the phase-out of microbeads in personal care products. ”

Microplastic threads shown against grains of sand in Sydney’s
Middle Harbour. Tests showed up to 60 fragments of plastic
per 100 mls of sediment. Photo: Vivian Sim

Funding for more research into microplastics
Prof. Emma Johnston, Prof. Richard Thompson and Dr. Elizabeth
Carter will be pursuing further research to provide the first
comprehensive assessment of the fate and effects of microplastics.
A recent ARC Discovery Grant has provided $538,000 funding for
this research over years 2015 to 2018.
Plastics are degraded into small particles (see photo at left) which
are ingested by animals. The project aims to develop much-needed
techniques to measure microplastics in biological tissue and apply
these techniques in food web studies to determine the capacity of
microplastics to transfer from the environment into animals, and
how microplastics move through a food web to affect biological
diversity and animal health. This information will be used to
complete the first risk assessment for microplastics in a major
coastal habitat.

SIMS is proud to announce the birth of ... 337 seahorses
It was a big day in the Ian Potter Research Aquarium
at SIMS recently when three proud dads gave birth
to 337 baby seahorses.
UTS honours student, Scott McCormack is studying
White’s Seahorse as part of a research project into the
impacts of climate change. This species is relatively
common around Sydney and is often seen holding
onto the nets of swimming enclosures. The species
was named after John White, Surgeon General to the
First Fleet.
Scott was surprised to find that his project was the
focus of attention as SIMS’ staff all arrived at the
aquarium to witness the births!!
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A proud father looks on as the baby seahorses swim around in the
aquarium tank. The fathers carry the young in a pouch until they
are ready for birth. Photo: Scott McCormack
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SIMS participated in the first scientific trial voyage on RV Investigator
Professor Iain Suthers was the lead investigator on the maiden research
cruise of Australia’s new marine research vessel, the RV Investigator.
The cruise sampled the tail of the East Australia Current at its current
most southerly extent off the coast of Tasmania. Most exciting was the
opportunity to test the state-of-the-art equipment on board to explore
the physical and biological oceanographic features of the continental
shelf off Maria Island, Tasmania.
Pictured at right is Iain Suthers with the TRIAXUS. This is towed
behind the ship and can measure salinity, temperature, oxygen, light
levels, the wavelengths involved in photosynthesis, turbidity, the quantity
of phytoplankton and the size, distribution and mass of zooplankton.
Photo: http://www.bees.unsw.edu.au/first-scientific-trial-voyage-RVInvestigator

Visit to SIMS by a delegation from the German Helmholtz Association
SIMS was honoured to host a visit by a high level
delegation from the Helmholtz Association on 29th
October. The delegation, headed by Helmholtz President,
Prof. Dr. Jürgen Mlynek, met SIMS scientists and toured
the facilities. In particular, the delegation was impressed
by the major collaborative research programs at SIMS. The
visit represents the start of discussions on how SIMS and
Helmholtz Association may collaborate in the future.

Professors Steinberg, Johnston, Harcourt and Raftos welcomed the members of
the Helmholtz delegation to SIMS. Photo: Hans-Albert Bachor

This is a big opportunity for SIMS as the Helmholtz
Assocation is Germany’s largest scientific research
organisation with more than 36,000 staff working in 18
research centres. To quote their web site, they “contribute
to solving grand challenges which face society, science and
industry.”

Can marine invertebrates adapt in a climate change ocean?
SIMS’ scientists, Prof. Maria Byrne and A/Prof. Alistair Poore and their
collaborator, Dr. Simon Dworjanyn from SCU were delighted to learn
of their award of $725,000 from the Australian Research Council for
this study to be conducted over years 2015 to 2019. It is well established
that oceans are warming and becoming more acidic so what will happen
to marine species in that environment? The warm waters of the East
Australian Current provide a good environment for research into this
question. The project will undertake research into the calcification systems
of marine creatures to understand genetic mechanisms that impair growth.
The objective is that this research will generate insights into biological
responses and adaptive potential in a changing ocean and on time scales
relevant to resource managers who need to understand these challenges.
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Alistair Poore is an Associate
Professor at the University of
NSW and Director of Research
in ecology and the evolution of
marine organisms

Maria Byrne is Professor of
Developmental & Marine
Biology Anatomy and
Histology at the University of
Sydney
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MAJOR SUPPORTERS OF
SIMS & SIMS FOUNDATION

FOUNDING PARTNERS OF
SIMS FOUNDATION

Trustee of SIMS Foundation
SIMS Foundation Limited
Directors
Charlie Shuetrim AM, Chair
Ian Dardis
Brian Greig
Dr. John Keniry AM
Arthur Koumoukelis
Kim McKay AO
Heather Power
Tracey Steggall
Professor Peter Steinberg
Professor Frank Talbot AM
Auditors
Duncan Dovico

CONTACT US
SIMS Foundation:
Building 19
Chowder Bay Road,
Mosman, NSW 2088
Tel: (02) 9435-4600
foundation@sims.org.au

TO MAKE A DONATION:
Go to www.sims.org.au
and follow the prompts or
contact us directly at
foundation@sims.org.au.

AUST RESEARCH COUNCIL FUNDING FOR OYSTER RESEARCH

the
foundation

Dr. Melanie Bishop is Lead Chief Investigator in a project to test whether the
flow of beneficial genes from farmed oysters into wild oysters can make natural
oyster beds and the ecological communities they support more resilient to
environmental change. Wild oysters are critical to the function of coastal
ecosystems however wild oyster populations are threatened by environmental
change. Selectively bred oysters bearing stress resistance genotypes are now
commercially farmed in many estuaries on Australia’s east coast and may be used
to bolster wild oyster populations. This project endeavours to develop novel
genetic strategies to future-proof oysters. Thus, the outcome of this project has
potential to benefit entire ecosystems that depend upon oysters.
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